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FILM

SCHEDULE

FRIDay November 10
IMA / THE TOBY
6:30

PRE-FILM COCKTAIL HOUR

7:30

THE REAL THING
FREAK SHOW

SPONSORED BY

TICKETS
Full Festival Pass ..................................................................................$50
$15
Premiere Film Ticket (Friday night) ...................................................

Individual Film Tickets (Saturday and Sunday) ..............................$8
Student Discounts* (with valid student ID) .....................................$5
Full Festival Passes and Premiere Night Film Tickets available for presale:
IndyLGBTFilmFest.com. All other tickets available Festival Weekend at the Box Office inside
the IMA based on availability. Seating for films guaranteed to Full Festival Pass holders up to
15 minutes before showtime.
* STUDENT DISCOUNT AVAILABLE SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY
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SATURDAy November 11
IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL
12:00

LESBIAN SHORTS
OUT AGAIN
SWEET DREAMING
THE CRICKET AND THE ANT
CHRISTINE
Y
LILY
MAI

SUNDAY November 12
IMA / THE TOBY
12:30

2:30

ANATHEMA

IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL
12:30

DUSK
PRINCESS
HATTIE GOES CRUISING
BICIULTURAL
SHELBY’S VACATION

GAY SHORTS
GOLDEN
DADS
ABOUT A FATHER
REBIRTH
HI, IT’S YOUR MOTHER
THE NIGHT CLEANER
MONOGAMISH
ALEX AND THE HANDYMAN

2:00

LEFTOVERS
LEFT ON PEARL

4:15

SCREWED

4:30

SISAK
OUR LOVE STORY

6:00

THE RING THING

6:30

THE FABULOUS ALAN CARR

8:15

THE FEELS

8:15

SOMETHING NEW
SOMETHING LIKE SUMMER

SUNDAY SHORTS

2:00

THE UNTOLD TALES
OF ARMISTEAD MAUPIN

3:45

BEHIND THE CURTAIN:
TODRICK HALL

4000 Michigan Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46208
discovernewfields.com
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WELCOME
Welcome to the 17th Annual Indianapolis LGBT Film
Festival! We have a thrilling assortment of feature films,
shorts, and documentaries chosen just for you.
Though we’ve said it before, it bears repeating: Please keep our beneficiary
Indiana Youth Group in mind. For almost 30 years IYG has provided safe
spaces and vital support for thousands of LGBT youth in Indiana. To learn
more, visit IndianaYouthGroup.org.
Our host venue has a new name. The entire 152-acre campus, including The
Indianapolis Museum of Art, Lilly House, the Garden, and 100 Acres, is now
known as Newfields: A Place for Nature and the Arts. Take advantage of
your time with us to discover all of the exciting things happening here.
On behalf of everyone involved, from our hardworking Steering Committee
to the filmmakers, the IMA and all our sponsors, I want to sincerely thank
you for coming to the Indianapolis LGBT Film Festival. Enjoy the shows!

Matthew Mutchmore
Chairperson / Indianapolis LGBT Film Festival

INDYLGBTFILMFEST.COM
Festival Steering Committee
Pam Powell
Annie Zoll
Keishana White
Kat Hicks
Michael Barclay
Mickey Rogers
Ted Letherer
Josh Cox
Catherine Crouch
Chairperson / Art Director
Matthew Mutchmore
Program Editors
Courtney Corcoran
Jami Stall
Website
Tracy Robbins Smith

facebook.com/IndianapolisLGBTFilmFestival
twitter.com/indylgbtflmfest
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Paula Katz
Executive Director of the Indianapolis
Museum of Contemporary
Art (iMOCA)

JUDGES
These five films are
our nominees for the 2017
Best of Festival Awards.
The winners are

Steven Stolen
Vice President of Corporate Advancement
for the Indy Chamber, and host of
Stolen Moments on WFYI

Robin Turner
Butler University associate professor of Political
Science, affiliate faculty in the interdisciplinary
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies

selected by our panel
of judges and announced
on Premiere Night.

Jami Stall
An Indianapolis-based arts and entertainment
writer and avid supporter of Central Indiana’s
cultural events and activities

Kit Malone
A transgender advocate and educator
at the ACLU of Indiana, and co-founder
of the Indiana Trans Hivemind

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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Premiere NIGHT
Sponsored by
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IMA / THE TOBY / FRIDAY 7:30PM

“Born to be fabulous” Billy shines in this coming-of-age tale
that celebrates the outsider within us all.
“Nails that stick out get hammered down,” William Bloom warns his teenage son Billy (Alex
Lawther). But Billy was born to be fabulous, and no amount of parental warnings can change that,
in Trudie Styler’s effervescent directorial debut. Sent to live with Dad while Mom (Bette Midler) is in
rehab, Billy feels like a fish — or, better yet, mermaid (he does have an outfit for that) — out of water
in a small Southern high school. An unexpected friendship with football star Flip (Ian Nelson) and
an alliance with Blah Blah Blah (AnnaSophia Robb) ease the isolation somewhat, but they don’t
lessen the bullying. Legendary club kid and Party Monster scribe James St. James’s young adult
novel comes to dazzling life in this lively coming-of-age drama, a glorious and defiantly optimistic
ode to all things Gaga, Mercury and Wilde.
Lawther is pitch-perfect as Billy fighting for his right to simply be himself — specifially, to be a
candidate for homecoming queen, a move that pits him against school queen bee Lynette (Abigail
Breslin). Midler’s boozy, lovable wreck of a mom, and fun cameos by Laverne Cox and John McEnroe
(as a screaming athletic coach) round out a delightful cast and film, one that buoyantly balances
the poignancy of Billy’s blossoming identity with affirming and hilarious comedy.

Director: Trudie Styler, USA, 91 Minutes
Preceded by: THE REAL THING / Director: Brandon Kelley, USA, 8 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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SHORTS PROGRAM

LESBIAN SHORTS

Awkward family intros, colorful musical numbers,
secret trysts, hot gossip and student drama converge
in this year’s collection of lesbian shorts.

10

Cat’s mother’s inability to remember one key detail will tug at your
heart in Out Again. Sweet Dreaming presents a 1940s musical in a
candy shop. Student Lena is hot for teacher in The Cricket and The
Ant. Christine redefines what it means to be herself. Laura meets
Safi, a refugee who changes her perceptions in Y. Lily, a girl with
a secret, navigates the treacherous waters of school life. In Mai,
the arrival of a mysterious pair of girls turns into the main topic
discussion.

IMA
DEBOEST LECTURE HALL
SATURDAY
12:30PM

OUT AGAIN
Director: Robin Cloud, USA, 11 Minutes

Y
Director: Gina Wenzel, Germany, 24 Minutes, Subtitled

SWEET DREAMING
Director: Katie Escane, Australia, 13 Minutes

LILY
Director: Graham Cantwell, Ireland, 22 Minutes

THE CRICKET AND THE ANT
Director: Jukia Ritschel, Germany, 15 Minutes, Subtitled

MAI
Director: Marta González, Spain, 8 Minutes, Subtitled

CHRISTINE
Director: Kate Montgomery, USA, 10 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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GAY FEATURE
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IMA / THE TOBY / SATURDAY 12:30PM

A suspenseful thriller that explores a family and how
their beliefs on same-sex marriage threaten to redefine
what “family” really means.
While millions of Americans rejoice over the Supreme Court gay marriage decision, Michael Reed
is in a desperate search for his boyfriend Zach. He secretly enlists the assistance of private
investigator Kylie Morgan to help solve the mystery of Zach’s disappearance, after receiving no
support from his prestigious parents, Pastor Colin and Congresswoman Camilla Reed, who have
vehemently denounced their son’s “shameful lifestyle.” As Kylie begins to gather clues, Michael
is suddenly found dead inside his own apartment. Could Zach’s disappearance and Michael’s
death be related?
Convinced that the police have failed to initiate an in-depth investigation, Kylie tries to persuade
Detective Anthony Woods to dive deeper into the case of Michael’s death. Skeptical of Kylie’s
competence, Detective Woods ultimately capitulates and teams with her in an effort to solve the
investigation. Meanwhile, time is against them as they encounter enormous obstacles that put
their own lives in jeopardy. Director Derek Vitatoe delivers a fast-paced thriller with a gay twist,
starring David Andrews (Apollo 13), Angie Everhart, Jeremy Shranko and Virginia Newcomb.

Director: Derek Vitatoe, USA, 90 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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www.eatincarryout.com

Men like you like Gregs
mass ave.

broad ripple

317.638.0321

317.737.2531

342 massachusetts ave

908 e westﬁeld blvd

indianapolis, in 46204

indianapolis, in 46220

thegardentable.com

231 E 16th St, Indianapolis, IN 46202 / (317) 638-8138 / gregsindianapolis.com

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

PRESENTED BY
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IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SATURDAY 2:00PM

What happens when Boston’s 1971 International
Women’s Day marchers seize and occupy a Harvard-owned
building for a women’s center?
Left On Pearl tells the story of a highly significant but little-known event in the history of the
women's liberation movement, the 1971 takeover and occupation of a Harvard University-owned
building by hundreds of Boston area women. The ten-day occupation of 888 Memorial Drive by
women demanding a Women’s Center and low income housing for the community in which the
building stood, embodied within it many of the hopes, triumphs, conflicts and tensions of Second
Wave feminism. One of the few such takeovers by women for women, this action was transformative
for the participants, and led directly to the establishment of the longest continuously operating
Women's Center in the U.S.
Through television news from the time, newspaper headlines, found footage, and extensive
interviews with participants and eyewitnesses of varied sexual orientations, racial, class and ethnic
backgrounds (including both supporters and opponents of the takeover) Left On Pearl provides a
riveting and often humorous look at a fascinating historical moment.
Special guest Executive Producer Susan Jacoby will hold a Q+A session following the screening.

Director: Susie Rivo, USA, 55 Minutes
Preceded by: LEFTOVERS / Director: Michelle Citron, USA, 23 Minutes
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SHORTS PROGRAM

GAY SHORTS

Sexy, strange, heartfelt, hilarious and at times
disturbing, 2017’s gay shorts are a rollercoaster ride.
Grab some popcorn and hold on to your seat!

20

Golden presents a tale of growing up differently. Scott gets an
unexpected and awkward visit from his father in Dads. David tries to
come out to his ailing father in About A Father. Witness a shocking,
comic animated short about family ties—and blood—in Hi, It's Your
Mother. Meet Travis, The Night Cleaner in Canada's busiest gay
bathhouse. Cooper rethinks his expectations of what love looks like
in Monogamish. A precocious (and perhaps sociopathic) little boy
develops a crush in Alex and The Handyman.

IMA
THE TOBY
SATURDAY
2:30PM

GOLDEN
Director: Kai Stänicke, Germany, 3 Minutes

HI, IT’S YOUR MOTHER
Director: Daniel Sterlin-Altman, UK, 15 Minutes

DADS
Director: Ethan Roberts, USA, 11 Minutes

THE NIGHT CLEANER
Director: Blair Fukumura, Canada, 5 Minutes

ABOUT A FATHER
Director: Roman Němec, Czech Republic, 27 Minutes, Subtitled

MONOGAMISH
Director: Carlton Daniel, USA, 14 Minutes

REBIRTH
Director: Zehra Gökçimen and Gökçe Oraloglu, Turkey, 4 Minutes

ALEX AND THE HANDYMAN
Director: Nicholas Colia, USA, 14 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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gay FEATURE
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IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SATURDAY 4:15PM

Seventeen year olds Miku and Elias find each other,
and themselves, during a summer in the countryside.
Love is not as easy as it seems.
Screwed presents a distinctly sensual, beautifully shot, and sensitively acted drama about a young
gay man on the cusp of adulthood. Because of an ill-advised rave thrown at home while the adults
were away, sexually insecure Miku is sentenced to spend the summer with his bickering parents at
their private cottage. There, against the tranquil backdrop of the Finnish countryside, he encounters
confident Elias. The boys have nothing in common except for their age and dysfunctional families.
But something is pulling them together.
Based on the personal experience of its young writer-filmmaker, Screwed is notable for its ripe, crisp
dialogue, its realistic depiction of a young gay man’s sexual awakening, and the tender and erotic
interactions of its two main characters.

Director: Nils-Erik Ekblom, Finland, 100 Minutes, Subtitled
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DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
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IMA / THE TOBY / SATURDAY 4:30PM

A look at the relationships of 19 diverse couples,
from how they met to what keeps their love alive today.
Devastating natural disasters, national tragedies, and toxic politics make it seem like the country is
going to hell in a handbasket—a handbasket carried by the POTUS himself. But not if the Fierce Four
has anything to say about it.
The Indy-based group, composed of Danelle French, Stephanie Heckman, Tessa Roberts and Tracy
Robertson, banded together to put their progressive thoughts and energy into action. One of their
efforts since last year’s election was creating Our Love Story. The heartwarming documentary asks
19 diverse couples what it takes to find love, and how to create and foster lasting relationships. By
sharing authentic and candid stories filled with laughter, tears, and insight, they bring optimism and
hope to a world that desperately needs both right now.
The Fierce Four founders were undaunted by the fact that they aren’t filmmakers and they had no
budget. Everyone involved shared the desire to talk about love and make Our Love Story a reality.
The group also uses multiple other avenues to inspire positive change and strengthen communities.
It hosts regular events and programs to raise awareness and funds for organizations such as Planned
Parenthood, the ACLU, and for Exodus Refugee Immigration.

Directors: Danelle French, Tessa Roberts, Rick Such, USA, 90 Minutes
Preceded by: SISAK / Director: Faraz Ansari, India, 16 Minutes
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Human Resource Consulting
2434 N. Delaware St. Indianapolis, IN 46205 • 317.313.5980

www.InvigorateHR.com

SAVINGS MADE SIMPLE
SAMSCLUB.COM

LESBIAN FEATURE
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IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SATURDAY 6:00PM

Drama and documentary mix as a couple
of actresses (and a bunch of real people) hash out
their views on gay marriage.
Sarah (Sarah Wharton) and Kristen (Nicole Pursell) are on the beach in Provincetown when Sarah
brings out her divorced parents’ wedding ring, which she discovered while cleaning out some family
possessions. Kristen misinterprets this as a proposal, which is not at all what Sarah had in mind. This
forces a confrontation between the two women about their future together, and they find that they
have divergent views on marriage. Sarah happens to be a documentary filmmaker, so she and her
business partner Gary (Matthew Connolly) decide to interview various gay couples who are either
married or divorced to try to expand their own personal perspective on the subject.
As Sarah’s film highlights the realities of married life, we glimpse what “could be” for Sarah and
Kristen three years into their marriage. As family history threatens to repeat itself, Sarah goes to
great lengths to prevent making the same mistakes as her divorced parents. Immensely engaging
and always believable, Wharton and Pursell deliver terrific performances at the heart of this
ambitious mix of fiction and documentary.

Director: William Sullivan, USA, 112 Minutes
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IMA / THE TOBY / SATURDAY 6:30PM

Jeffrey Schwarz recalls the extravagant career of
producer Allan Carr, from Grease glory to Oscar shame.
With a career spanning three decades, Allan Carr was a one-of-a-kind Hollywood power player. An
ambitious and innovative producer, manager, party planner, and marketer, Carr built his grandiose
reputation with a calculated flair that earned him a fortune from the 1978 mega-hit musical
Grease and the 1983 Broadway smash La Cage Aux Folles. Carr’s most spectacular film debacle
was the 1980 homoerotic disco camp-fest Can’t Stop the Music, starring Caitlyn Jenner, Valerie
Perrine, and the Village People. With his own basement disco, Carr threw the glittery parties that
helped define the glorious excess of the 1970s. Swimming in money, young men, and cocaine,
he was a fixture on the celebrity talk-show circuit. Carr’s ultimate prize was on the horizon, but
it all came crashing down after he produced 1989’s notoriously over-the-top Academy Awards
ceremony.
Director Jeffrey Schwarz (I Am Divine, Tab Hunter Confidential) immortalizes Carr’s flamboyant,
fairytale life, with warm and witty remembrances from many of Carr’s friends and colleagues,
including Bruce Vilanch, Lorna Luft, Marlo Thomas, and Steve Guttenberg.

Director: Jeffrey Schwarz, USA, 90 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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LESBIAN FEATURE

34

IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SATURDAY 8:15PM

A lesbian couple's bachelorette-party weekend
shakes loose some awkward revelations
in this light-hearted comedy.
Loveable brides-to-be Andi and Lu can’t wait to get away with their closest friends to a luxury home
nestled in Northern California wine country for their co-bachelorette party. Quirky greetings among
their assortment of pals, including Andi’s childhood best friend Josh, Lu’s awkwardly late sister Nikki,
YouTube-famous singer Kárin, self-absorbed actress Vivien, and the hilariously affable chef Helen,
relax into a warm and fuzzy evening fueled by cocktails and a few hits of ecstasy. The convivial vibe
screeches to a halt when an inebriated Lu lets slip that she has never had an orgasm, much to Andi’s
dismay. This admission sets the weekend off course into slippery waters, where long-held secrets
emerge, confessions rise from hidden depths, and a gold-dusted joint or two helps to ease tension.
Written and directed by Jenée LeMarque, this breezy exploration of the bonds and boundaries of
friendship and love stars Fresh Off the Boat’s Constance Wu in a refreshingly fun and candid role.
Light-hearted, sincere, and funny, this case of the feels will leave you grinning and giggling with
appreciative good cheer.

Director: Jenée LaMarque, USA, 88 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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IMA / THE TOBY / SATURDAY 8:15PM

Like a gay La La Land, this crowd-pleaser brings a popular
novel series to life as two young men explore the complex
lines between being friends, lovers, and strangers.
Based on Jay Bell’s wildly popular young adult novel series of the same title, Something Like
Summer steers two secret high school sweethearts on a tender, yet complicated course through
early adulthood. Spanning about 12 years, the film features musical performances perfectly timed
throughout the story of their optimistic, yet fractured romance.
The movie begins with the awkward and openly gay Ben (Grant Davis) crushing on popular high
school hottie Tim (Davi Santos). To Ben’s surprise, closeted Tim reciprocates. Passion ensues until
they break it off and attend separate colleges. Ben is eventually smitten by airline steward Jace (Ben
Baur). The two move in together and share a cozy apartment, requisite cat and a good measure of
perfect bliss.
Then, just when you expect a big-screen ballad to celebrate their love, Tim reappears. Now, out of
the closet, he’s sure of himself and of his longing for Ben. Can their lost love find its way back, and
if so, where does that leave Jace? Find out why this capable cast has collected a cluster of awards.

Director: David Berry, USA, 115 Minutes
Preceded by: SOMETHING NEW / Director: TJ Marchbank, USA, 17 Minutes
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Have a TINI bit of fun
at your next event!
Private Events // Parties
3 Bar Areas
Audio Visual Capabilities
Entertainment
Catering
Craft Cocktails
Professional / Fun Bar Staff

A passionate commitment to great local ingredients
and unconventionally creative morning fare.
534 Virginia Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46203 • 317.986.5131

milktoothindy.com

www.tiniontheave.com

SHORTS PROGRAM

SUNDAY SHORTS

Always eclectic, this year’s Sunday shorts weave
together stories of love lost (and found), questions of
identity, and struggles with cultural expectation.

42

In 1950s England, young Chris struggles with gender roles in the
award-winning short Dusk. Ole, a 12-year-old bully, never imagined
that he would appear on stage dressed as a Princess. Hattie Goes
Cruising introduces a 70-year-old gay African-American who has no
regrets looking back on his life and conquests. Grace is torn between
her conservative filipino family and her secret girlfriend in Bicultural.
Lovelorn Shelby meets Carol, whose fantasies are getting in the way
of creating a real relationship, in Shelby’s Vacation.

IMA
DEBOEST LECTURE HALL
SUNDAY
12:30PM

DUSK
Director: Jake Graf, UK, 15 Minutes

BICULTURAL
Director: Rachel Leyco, USA, 15 Minutes

PRINCESS
Director: Karsten Dahlem, Germany, 17 Minutes

SHELBY’S VACATION
Director: Victoria Rose Sampson, USA, 33 Minutes

HATTIE GOES CRUISING
Director: Konstantin Bock, USA/Germany, 17 Minutes

INDIANAPOLIS LGBT FILM FESTIVAL 2017
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DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
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IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SUNDAY 2:00PM

Jennifer M. Kroot's affectionate portrait traces the author's
evolution from proud son of Southern conservatives
to chronicler of alternative San Francisco through
the 1970s and 80s.
If San Francisco were a symphony, Armistead Maupin would be its consummate maestro. Over four
decades, through nine installments of Tales of the City, Maupin has deftly conjured the enchantment
of the "City by the Bay," starting with the first book's overture featuring wide-eyed ingénues, lovesick
gay romantics, closeted elites and free-wheeling marijuana-growing landladies. Maupin proves that
he’s just as bold as them, divulging the delicious details of a fling with Hollywood hunk Rock Hudson
and taking a controversial stance on the "outing" of LGBTQ celebrities. Maupin is a multifaceted
trailblazer - one who is a descendant of the Old South, once worked for conservative politician Jesse
Helms, and spent most of his twenties a virgin. But then, Maupin was awakened by San Francisco,
finding his "logical family" among its colorful denizens.
Featuring riveting interviews with the likes of Sir Ian McKellen, Laura Linney, Olympia Dukakis, Neil
Gaiman, and the author himself, Untold reminds audiences of what, and whom, there is to love in
San Francisco - just as Maupin has been doing all along.

Director: Jennifer M. Kroot, USA, 91 Minutes
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Locally sourced,
midwest inspired food.
339 S Delaware St, Indianapolis, IN 46225
(317) 870-1320
ceruleanrestaurant.com

DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

BEHIND THE CURTAIN:

TODRICK HALL
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IMA / DEBOEST LECTURE HALL / SUNDAY 3:45PM

Witness the the creative process of a true visionary
in this dazzling documentary that celebrates
the power of art and music.
Over the course of just two weeks, YouTube wunderkind and former American Idol contestant Todrick
Hall aspires to shoot 16 videos for his visual album Straight Outta Oz, which he’ll then immediately
take on the road in the form of an extravagant live musical. The budget is tight and the manpower
limited to close confidants and fans; yet the finished project is as polished, provocative, and ambitious
as anything crafted by his more mainstream musical contemporaries.
Grabbing iconic Disney images and Taylor Swift music videos and reworking their contexts, Todrick
gleefully subverts whitewashed pop culture, moving like a chameleon from sparkly red slippers
to football helmets, from the Wicked Witch to Beyoncé. Affirmation and joyful inclusion is priority
number one in every performance and this positivity transforms the lives of countless LGBTQ fans
that tearfully thank him after each show for helping them deal with homophobia and bullying.
Director Katherine Fairfax Wright uses the millennial artist’s jumpy, high-wire genius and his
collaborative efforts with stars like Bob the Drag Queen, Wayne Brady, and even Queen Bey herself,
to inform her film’s own glittery style and energy.

Director: Katherine Fairfax Wright, USA, 100 Minutes
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